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About This Game

InfiniPicross is a picross game, a family of games based on solving grid puzzles through hints and logical deduction. It supports
all reasonable sizes and a staggering amount of levels for each of them. It can also be played with various themes, whether taken

from the numerous default ones or created with the in-game theme editor.
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infinipicross gameplay. infinipicross. infinipicross 2.0

Positives:
+Custom sized puzzles which allow larger ones than most nonogram games provide.
+Themes and theme customization.

Negatives:
-All of the puzzles are random gibberish rather than pictures (in exception to one hidden puzzle).
-The loading time of the game and of puzzle creation can be very long at times and crash the game at other times.
-Resolution restricts puzzle size (W) (H).
-Sometimes the game does not accept the puzzle (W) (H) you set and goes back to previous settings.
-Desperately needs a way to zoom in and out when doing large puzzles like (W)99 (H)50.
-Highlighting is turned off by default for some reason but can luckily be turned on as you desperately need it for huge
puzzles.
-Can't make puzzles for workshop (which would be a huge plus), but you can make themes for the workshop. Which is
weird and a bit pointless.
-Uses up a lot of system resources.

Neutral:
=Price. It would be a positive if not for all the negatives and the fact there is a much better nonogram game that is
completely free.

It's not a very good nonogram game and can be frustrating at times. There are much better nonogram games on steam.
Picross Touch (Free)
Paint It Back (Has a demo). Got a few issues with this game, but it's both on my end and the games end.

One thing I like the most about this game is that the solutions don't lead to a pixel-art picture, like in Paint it Back or similar,
which makes this good for those new to picross puzzles. Can also adjust the appearance to your liking.

However, this game has a few issues that mainly depend hardware, which in turn will effect achievement hunters.

For the 50x50 and 95x50 achievements, you need a resolution of, according to the dev, ~1600x900; which means a bigger
monitor size is needed if it's not able to display at that resolution. A 1366x768 display will only allow a puzzle of maximum size
83x41 to be made.

While I do recommend this game, achievement hunters beware that you may be short of 1 or 2 achievements to 100% on your
end.

The UI could use some rennovation too, seems rather basic.

-----

Check out more games I see that deserve more attention from my curator group:
BluePaw's Underrated Games List
Join and\/or follow if you wish.. bad pixel painting program. Cheap, competent Picross that looks like a budget title, but it
works fine! You can tweak the colors and shapes of the squares so you're filling in little stars if you want.

Now, these puzzles don't form pictures at the end of the puzzle, but in exchange you basically get an unlimited amount of
decently tough puzzles. You set what kind of dimensions you want in your puzzle - 5x5, 5x10, whatever - and solve it. There are
no difficulty sliders, just the size of the puzzle. Set your colors, pick your size, and go. The music is pleasant, and can be turned
off when you've had enough.

Basically, you can probably get better picross for free or in phone apps, but I'd still honestly reccommend this one for the sheer
amount of puzzles here, and for the little star icons. This is your pick when you've run out of puzzles in something like Paint it
Back, or when you just want to try some variety.
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tl;dr The puzzles work, I like the star icons, the price is right!. I feel that i overplayed for this game at 69 cents. It has a clunky
interface, clicks arent occuring where the pointer is. its randomly generated puzzles. forced windowed mode where i had to hide
my task bar. This is not a good game.. Do you like the process of Picross? Do you get joy from the filling in of squares and
marking off of blanks? Then this is for you!

If, for you, the point of Picross is the pictures, don't bother.. One of the main features of picross is that when you finish a puzzle
you are rewarded with a pixelated image.

This "reward" somehow justifies the effort to complete the puzzle.

If the final image is randomly generated, a bunch of pixels not resembling anything, the experience is not very enjoyable.

I can't recommend this game.. Just completed a 99x62 puzzle, took me almost 7 hours. Great brain teaser and great value, no
matter what the competition offers.

Could this game stand to be better coded and\/or offer more features? Maybe, but for the price my opinion is that it works well
enough and I can't complain. I'll be happily solving these puzzles for a good while at the very least, as they are a welcome change
from the other puzzle games I keep playing.. Great little picross\/nonogram game. The puzzles are all randomly generated and
can be as large as permitted by screen resolution (2048x1152 allows a puzzle size up to around 99 x 60). There are lots of
different themes to select for the puzzle boxes from regular black\/white to coloured circles and stars. The devs seem active in
the community and have worked to solve the few issues that have arisen. There seems to be support for all platorms, which is
always good to see. Well worth the tiny price tag.
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overall its a fun game, but depending on your monitor, 2 of the achievements can quite literally be impossible as the size of your
monitor restricts the size puzzles you can play. Not to mention that on the bigger ones the numbers become too small to read.
Fun for people who love picross!. Nice and simple Picross. At first I wasn't sure I'd be happy that the puzzles are randomly
generated since I like having a picture to look at when I'm done. However, I've since realized that it really makes no difference
to me. I enjoy these just as much!

The UI is great and works just as well as the old Nintendo DS Picross game I love so much, which is excellent because all of the
Picross websites I've tried are terrible. The developer seems very responsive and interested in getting things fixed quickly and
enhancing the game in the future.. A Linux friendly nonogram game that offers an unlimited number of puzzles that can be a
great deal larger than most nonogram games offer (up to 50x99). Lots of themeing options and you can tweak your own. Isn't
completely graceful about multiple monitors (likes to launch in the middle and you have to drag it where you want it) and I'd
like to be able to turn the timer off (at least it's unobtrusively tucked away up in the top menu bar).. Bought it right after it came
out. A great time killer. Love that the puzzles are infinite, for real- can't get bored! I'm happy they added achievements. Also,
the developer(s) have been wonderfully responsive to questions&comments on the forums for this game.
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